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Wild Card Extra - Serve and Follow 

 

Scripture Reference: John 12:20–33 

 

Edible Dirt 
Kids prepare a 'dirty' snack as they say, "I'm growing up with Jesus." 

 

Spark Resources: 
•    Spark Bibles (optional) 
 

Spark Resources: 
•    Plastic cups (1 per kid) 
•    Serving bowls 

•    Chocolate pudding (either in pudding cups or made from a mix in a large bowl) 
•    Spoons 

•    Chocolate sandwich cookies 

•    Gummy worms (1–2 per kid) 
•    Sunflower seeds (1 per kid) 
•    Napkins 

 

Set Up: 
Fill each cup with chocolate pudding. Crumble up the chocolate sandwich cookies and 
set aside in a bowl. Place other ingredients in their own bowls. 
 

Check with caregivers for kids with food allergies prior to class. Prepare an alternative 
snack if necessary. 
 

Instructions: 
Today we've been learning all about what it means to serve and follow as we grow 
up with Jesus. When plants grow up, they grow up in dirt. Let's make ourselves a 
tasty, 'dirty' snack we can enjoy together. 
 

1. Have kids wash their hands at the sink or with hand sanitizer. 
2. Hand each kid a plastic cup with pudding and a spoon. 
3. Allow kids to mix in the crumbled cookies to make a fertile "soil." 
4. Let kids take the sunflower seed and "plant" it in the middle of their bowl/"ground." 

5. Next, have kids add a 1–2 gummy worms to their cup. 
6. Allow kids to chow down. 
 

Yum! I love growing up with Jesus! 
 

If you have less time. . . 
Prepare the edible dirt container before kids arrive. As kids eat their snack, read John 
12:24 and talk about the importance of seeds in this week's passage. 
If you have more time. . . 
Provide extra ingredients kids can add to their snacks. Allow kids to make additional 
snacks for a friend or family member. 


